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QUESTION: 66
The value of the MobileFirst Platform is that it:

A. Provides a platform to build, test, run and manage mobile apps
B. Provides and API to allow mobile apps to run on z/OS
C. focuses on WebSphere applications implementation
D. focuses on iOS application development

Answer: A

QUESTION: 67
Which feature of z Systems processor virtualization reduces the latency of cross
partition communications?

A. QuickPath Interconnect (QPI)
B. HyperTransport
C. HiperSockets
D. Jupiter Interconnect System Bus Architecture

Answer: C

QUESTION: 68
A customer currently has a zEC12 with one book and is upgrading to a z13.
Left unchanged, which of the following configuration options will require them to
purchase a second z13 CPC drawer?

A. 10HCA3-O 12X IFB Links
B. 2 carry forward I/O Drawers and 2 HCA3-O fanouts
C. 20 total processors (Combination of GCPs, zIIPs, IFLs and ICFs)
D. 6 System Assist Processors

Answer: C

QUESTION: 69
A banking customer wants to have a centralized view of the business after multiple
mergers and acquisitions. Various technologies are used by branch offices for
business operations. What is the strategy to build this environment?

A. Use InfoSphere DataStage to standardize data marts for consistent reports.
B. Use InfoSphere QualityStage to standardize data within the branch’s standalone
data marts.
C. Use InfoSphere DataStage to transform data into centralized data warehouse.
D. Use InfoSphere QualityStage to cleanse data in the branch data marts.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 70
A customer has shown an interest in a new z13. They have been presented a
proposal and would like to move forward with the purchase. The new z System has
been placed on order.During which review process does the customer discuss the
installation with IBM?

A. Successful Deployment Process
B. Order Delivery Process
C. Opportunity Management Process
D. Pre-Install Technical Delivery Assessment Process

Answer: D

QUESTION: 71
A customer wants to deploy ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) processes on
Linux on z Systems. Which offering satisfies the customer requirement?

A. IBM InfoSphere DataStage
B. IBM DB2 with BLU acceleration
C. IBM Cognos TM1
D. IBM SPSS Modeler

Answer: A
Reference:
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_8.7.0/
com.ibm.swg.im.iis.productization.iisinfsv.overview.doc/topics/c_is_seriesz_compa
nion_pro ds.html

QUESTION: 72
A zBC12 customer running z/OS 1.13 is experiencing large fluctuations in user
response time at certain points of the day. These have been traced to an increase in
system paging activities when transitioning from batch to online operations.

Which of the following should the z Systems specialist recommend to minimize the
fluctuations?

A. Use zCP3000 to assess if additional processor capacity is required.
B. Migrate to z/OS 2.1 and use the On/Off Capacity on Demand offering during the
transition period.
C. Order and Install the IBM flash express feature and migrate to z/OS 2.1
D. Increase network access bandwidth by ordering additional OSA ports

Answer: B

QUESTION: 73
Which is the minimum z13 configuration that will support the following
requirements? 20 CPs
20 IFLs
5 zLLPs
3 ICFs
736 GB memory

A. 3 CPC Drawers, N96
B. 4 CPC Drawers, NC9
C. 1 CPC Drawer, N30
D. 2 CPC Drawers, N63

Answer: B

QUESTION: 74
A customer has a stated direction to modernize its z/OS legacy COBOL batch
applications and rewrite them in Java for mobile and cloud applications. Which
environment provides the open standards runtime and modernization that customer
needs?

A. z/OS Unix Systems Services
B. Java address spaces with z/OS
C. WebSphere Application Server
D. z/OS Linux System Services

Answer: B

QUESTION: 75
Which improvement occurs by moving from a virtualized environment to a service
management Cloud environment?

A. Consolidated server, network, and storage resources.
B. Automated highly available systems.
C. Reduced data center floor utilization when using z Systems
D. Standardized systems using self-service portals and service catalogs

Answer: C

QUESTION: 76
A customer is running a Java workload in a z/OS in LPAR on a z13. Which
speciality processor can help reduce the GCP consumption of this LPAR?

A. ICF
B. zAAP
C. IFL
D. zIIP

Answer: D

QUESTION: 77
A customer is experiencing z/OS performance problems on their z13 while doing
dumps. Which of the following features could a technical specialist recommend to
help with this problem?

A. Flash Express
B. Simultaneous Multithreading
C. zEnterprise Data Compression
D. Single Instruction Multi Data

Answer: B

QUESTION: 78
A customer has a clustered Linux distributed application that connects to the
mainframe as a backend DB2 Data Server.Which configuration would support the
customer’s environment if configured on z Systems?

A. z/VM using a virtual switch connecting Linux to a z/OS OSA dual port
connections between LPARs
B. z/VM with SSl, Linux guests on z Systems HiperSockets connecting Linux on z
Systems with z/OS
C. z/VM on multiple Linux on z Systems guests using Systems
DirectorHyperChannels connecting z/VM with z/OS
D. z/VM with the DirMaint facility and multiple Linux mini-disksHiperDispatch
connecting Linux on z Systems with z/OS

Answer: D
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